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In part 1 and 2 of this series [AgSt1], [AgSt2], an operator T was defined to 
be an m-isometry if ~ (-1)k('J:) (T*)m-k Tm-k = O. A model for m-isometric operators 
k=O 
was given as multiplication by ei¢ on a Hilbert space whose inner product is defined in 
terms of periodic distributions. We related this model theory for the case when m = 2 to 
a disconjugacy theory for a subclass of Toeplitz operators of the type studied by Boutet 
de Monvel and Guillemin, classical function theoretic ideas on the Dirichlet space, and the 
theory of nonstationary stochastic processes. 
This third paper of the series consists of Sections 8,9 and 10 and turns to 
the study of 2-isometries possessing a cyclic vector and gives some concluding remarks and 
presents a list of open questions related to all three parts of the paper. 
Section 8 is devoted to the study of 2-isometries possessing a cyclic vector. 
It turns out that if T is a 2-isometry possessing a cyclic vector, then 
dim ker (IIT*T ~ 111- (T*T - 1)) = 1 
and furthermore if fa i- 0 is chosen so that 
(T*T - 1)fo = IIT*T - 111fo, 
then fa is cyclic for T if and only if T is pure. Here, a 2-isometry T is said to be pure if it 
has no isometric direct summand. If one uses the cyclic vector fa, then one can construct 
a model for T based on a probability measure on the unit circle. This model leads to a 
rich function theoretic analysis of 2-isometries. 
Section 9 derives a number of qualitative facts about the existence and 
uniqueness of certain types of extensions, so called Brownian unitary and isometric ex-
tensions, of a 2-isometry possessing a cyclic vector. 
Section 10 gives some remarks and open questions related to all three parts 
of the paper. 
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I n t roduct ion  
In this paper we shall continue studying the bounded linear transformations T of a 
complex Hilbert space that satisfy an identity of the form 
for a positive integer rn by specializing to the case of m 2. Operators T satisfying the 
above equation are said to be m-isometrics. 
Some notat ion  and  resu l ts  f rom the  par t  I and  I I  of  the  ser ies [AgSt l ] , [AgSt2] :  
We now recall a few results and restate a few definitions from part 1 and 2 of this series. 
When expedient, we shall specialize the results and definitions to the case of 2-isometries. 
If T is a 2-isometry, then AT is defined to be the quantity T*T 1. It was shown 
that if T is a 2-isometry, then Air is a positive operator and in the case that T is finitely 
cyclic, AT is compact. 
A 2-isometry T is said to be pure if it has no isometric direct summand. 
DDO's of order rn are the objects which were used in Section 3 ( [AgSt l ] )  to give a 
distributional model for bicyclic invertible (m+l)- isometries. We now restate the definition 
of DDO. 
Let 7) C (0D), the Frechet space of infinitely differentiable functions on the unit 
circle. Let 7) denote the dual of 7), the space of distributions on the circle. 
~ 

= 
-
= ~ 
~ 
We define a linear operator D: 2) 7) via the formula 
ld  
D~ : 7~ ~. 
Now recall that if/3 C 2)' and ~o E 2) then ~0/9 E 2)' can be defined by 
Thus, if/3 C 2)', /9 can be regarded naturally as a map/9:79 2)' by defining 
/9(~) : ~/9. 
Def in i t ion  A distribution differential operator DDO of order 0 is a map L : 7) 2)' that 
has the form L =/9o for some/3o E 2)', /9o 0. A distribution differential operator DDO 
of order t is a map L: 79 2)' that has the form L =/9tD +/9o where/3o and/91 E 2)' and 
/~1 #0.  
If L is a DDO and ~o, ~b c 79, let us agree to define ~bLp : 2) 7)' by 
(~L~) (x) ~L(~x),  x c 2). 
With this definition observe that if L is a DDO of order rn and ~o, ~b E 77, then eLF  is a 
DDO of order < rn. 
DTO's of order m are the objects which were used in Section 3 to give a distributional 
model for cyclic (m+l)-isometries. We now restate the definition of DTO. 
Define Da C 2) by 
2)a={pC2) :c ,o^(n)=O if n<O}.  
We let P denote the canonical projection of 2) onto 2)a defined by 
(p~)^(n) { ~^(n)0 n<0 >- 0 
In like fashion, let 2)'~ denote the space of analytic distributions defined by 
2) 'o={~c2) ' :~^(~)=0 if ~<0}.  
2)~ can be regarded as the space of boundary values of analytic functions on D whose power 
series coefficients form a temperate sequence. We let P denote the canonical projection of 
7)' onto 2)" defined by 
u^(n) n > 0 
(P~Y(~)= o ~<o 
-~ 
--~ 
--~ 
~ 
~ 
-~ 
= 
= ~ 
Def in i t ion  A distribution ToepIitz operator (DTO) is a linear mapping A:/9~ --+ D" that 
has the form 
A=PL ID= 
for some DDO L. If A is a DTO, we define the order of A to be the order of L where L is 
as above. 
If T E s is a 2-isometry and 7 E ~,  then since the unilateral array (Th7,  Tk27) 
is linear on diagonals it is natural to define the slope t* and intercept/9 of (T, 7) to be the 
elements of i9' defined by the formulas 
and 
(Tk+~% TT) (T%, 7) _> 0 
S(/~) : (TT, T -k+l@ (7, Z-~@ 1~ < 0 
/9^(k)= { (Tk7'7) k>0 
(7 ,T -%)  k<0 �9 
On the other hand there exist a pair of distributions/9o and/91 such that 
A : P(/giD +/9o)lD~. 
Furthermore, the formulas that relate the above distributions are given by /9i /* and 
/90 : /9  + (1 P)(D#) . 
The modelling of multicyclic (resp., multi bicylic invertible) m-isometrics requires the 
use of matrices whose elements are DTO (resp.,DDO). 
If n l  and n2 are positive integers, recall that i9 ru'n2 denotes the space of n l  x n2 
matrices with entries in D. Likewise, let DDO~'n~ denote the space of n l  x n2 matrices 
with DDO entries L<s with the order of L~, < m and let DTO~ 'n= denote the space of 
n ix  n~ matrices with DTO entries A,-, with the order of A~, <_ m 
We remarked above that a distributional model for invertible n-bicyclic 2-isometries 
was developed in Section 3 using DDO and DT0.  The rest of this introduction will restate 
the notation which was used to obtain 
(1) an element of DDO ~m from an invertibte n-bicyclic m-isometry, 
(2) an invertible n-bicyclic m-isometry from certain elements of DDO n'~, 
(3) an element of DTO '~''~ from an n-cyclic m-isometry and 
(4) an n-cyclic m-isometry from certain elements of DTOr~'% 
If 7-( is a Hilbert space, T C s 0 is an invertible m-isometry and 7 C is a nonzero 
vector, then 7 is bicyclic for T I V{Tk7 : k E Z} and so there exists a uniquely associated 
Dirichlet operator given by Theorem 3.14 (of Section 3). We will denote this associated 
Dirichlet operator by (T, 7) ^ . 
If T C g(7-{) is an  m- i sometry  and  C 7-( one  can  set 
: V{T%:  k >_ o} 
- ~ 

= 
-
~ 
~ 

and 
T7 =T I~ 7 . 
With this setup, T7 is a cyclic m-isometry and 3' is a cyclic vector for TT. Accordingly by 
Theorem 3.23, there exists a unique analytic Dirichlet operator A with the property that 
(T~, 7) is unitari ly equivalent to (MA, 1). We shall let (T, 3,) ^  denote the unique DDO such 
that A P(T, 7)^ ]:D~. 
There is a certain amount of ambiguity in the (T, @^ notation. Observe that if T E 
/2(Tt) is an invertible m-isometry and 7 E then according to the remark following the 
proof of Theorem 3.t4 (T, 7) ^  is the unique Dirichlet operator such that 
(~(T)7, tb(T)@ (T, 7)^(~o)(~) 
for all ~, Ib E 7). On the other hand, (T, 7) ^  as just defined in previous paragraph as the 
defining property 
(qo(T)3", !b(T)@ A(p)(r  
(T, 7)A(~)(~) 
for all ~, r E 7)~. Recalling the remark following the proof of Lemma 3.3, we find that 
these two definitions of (T, 7) ^  agree. 
If L > 0 is a DDO, we define the form space of L, H~., to be the completion of 7) with 
respect o the sesquilinear form [., "]L on 7) x 7) given by 
[p, ~b] L(~)(~).  
Specifically, one sets ML {~ E 7): [~, ~O]L 0}, observes by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality that [., "]L induces a inner product on 7)/AdL, and lets H 2 denote the completion 
of 7)/AdL. 
Likewise, if A > 0 is a DTO, we define the form space o/A, H~, to be the completion 
of 7)~ with respect o the sesquilinear form [., "]A on 7)a. • 7)~ given by 
[~, r A(~)(r  
If L _> 0 is a DDO, then one can attempt o define a linear operator ML on HL 2 via 
the formula 
(ML~)(e '~ ei%(e~~ 
In general, this operator need not be well-defined on D/Adz and, even if it is, may not 
extend to a bounded operator on H~. 
Def in i t ion  A Dirichlet operator is a DDO L with the property that either there exists a 
constant c > 1 such that 
0 <_ L -  c-2e-ieL e 
= 
~ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= = 
= 
= 
~~ 
or ord (L) 0 and L _> 0. 
Corresponding definitions of positivRy for DTO A, a form space of A and MA on H~ 
are given in Section 3. 
The following definition precisely identifies those DTO A with the property that A > 0 
and MA is a well-defined bounded operator. 
Def in i t ion  An analytic Dirichlet operator is a DTO A with the property that either there 
exists a constant c > 1 such that 
0 <_ A -  c 2e i~176 
orord(A)  =0andA>0.  
~* • (~1,...  ,~r~). 
In Section 5 ([AgSt2]),  a certain class of 2-isometries motivated by statistical con- 
siderations was introduced, the Brownian unitaries. The irreducible Brownian unitaries 
correspond to the t ime shift operator on a scaled Brownian motion process and are referred 
to as Brownian shifts (Definition 5.5). Each Brownian shift is determined by a nonran- 
dora rotation angle 0 and a positive covariance scalar o. The Brownian shifts in addition 
to their appearance as the time shift for perhaps the most ubiquitous of nonstationary 
Gaussian stochastic processes have elegent characterizations on the level of operator the- 
ory (Proposition 5.6) as well as within the field of DDO (Proposition 5.2). The principal 
result of Section 5, the Lifting Theorem for 2-Isometrics (Theorem 5.80), asserts that the 
general 2-isometry T with I tATll < cr 2 can he represented as the restriction to an invariant 
subspace of a Brownian unitary of covariance o. 
We now recall the definition of a Brownian shift and Brownian unitary. 
Def in i t ion  The Brownian shift of covaTiance (or > O) and angle 0 is the block operator 
B~,,e~o acting on H 2 �9 C defined by 
1) ] 
e i~ j 
The Brownian shift of covariance 0 and angle 0 is the operator multiplication by e i~ acting 
0n C. 
We now define Brownian unitary. Following this definition is a proposition describing 
the block form decomposition of Brownian unitaries. 
= 
~ 
" 
Def in i t ion  A Brownian unitary of covariance 0 is a unitary operator. A Brownian unitary 
of covariance a > 0 is an operator which is unitari ly equivalent to 
U | B ('~(~ d#(O) 
(the U summand may be absent) acting on 7{ @ f| 2 | C)(n(e))d#(O) where U C s 
is unitary, /~ is a nonzero finite positive measure on [0, 27r) and n: [0, 21r) -+ N U {~} is a 
#-measurable multiplicity function. 
A characterization f Brownian unitaries can be given in terms of block operators. 
P ropos i t ion  B is a Brownian unitary of covariance 0 if and only if B is unitary. B E/:(]C) 
is a Brownian unitary of covariance > 0 if and only if B has the block matrix form 
with respect o a decomposition =/(;1 @ ~2 where 
(i) V C/2(K:1) is an isometry, 
(ii) U C C(~2) is unitary, and 
(iii) E :  K:2 --* 1~1 is an isometry which maps ~2 onto ker V*. 
A second class of operators discussed at length in Section 5 is the collection of direct 
integrals with multiplicity in 0 of Brownian shifts with varying covariance which we refer 
to as Brownian isometries. This class not only arises naturally in Theorem 6.20 which 
studies the extensions of 2-isometries defined as multiplication by e i~ on the form domain 
of Toeplitz operators but also arises naturally in the general theory of Brownian unitary 
extensions which is studied in Section 9. Both the classes of Brownian unitaries and 
Brownian isometries possess elegant C*-algebraic haracterizations (Theorems 5.20 and 
5.48). 
We define 
whenever U E s is a unitary operator and E:  K: --. 7~ is a Hilbert space isomorphism. 
Def in i t ion  A Brownian isometry of covariance 0 is an isometry. A Brownian isometry 
of eovariance > 0 is an operator B such that ~2 lIB, B ii I and which is unitari ly 
equivalent to 
Vo @ J~ BtE~u~d#(t) 
(the V0 summand may be absent) acting on 7{ | f| H~ | 1Ctd#(t) where V0 C s is 
an isometry, # is a nonzero positive measure on (0, or], Ut E E(~t) is unitary for #-a.e. t, 
~ 
~ 
~ _ _ 
Et r s is a Hilbert space isomorphism, BtE~,u~ e L(H~c ~)]Ct) as given above and the 
following two measurabil ity conditions are satisfied: 
t dim/Ct is a/z-measurable function 
If Xn {f C (0, or]: dim ]Ct n},/zTz(E) =/z (E  N X,~) for all measurable E 
and for all rz E NU {oo}, and/Ct~ and ~t~ are identified for t l , tz  E X~, 
then the maps on X~ given by t. Et and t. Ut are #,. measurable. 
(Recall that t ~-+ E~ is measurable if and only if t F-+ (Eta, ~1} is 
measurable for all z and ~r 
A characterization of Brownish isometrics can be given in terms of block operators. 
P ropos i t ion  B is a Brownian isometry of covariance 0 if and only if B is an isometry. 
B E Z;(/C) is a Brownian isometry of covariance a > 0 if and only if cr s IIB*B I H and 
B has the block matrix form 
with respect o a decomposition/C K71 | IC2 where 
(i) V C s is an isometry, 
(ii) U C s is un i tary ,  
(iii) E :/r --+ K~ is an injective contraction which maps/C2 into ker V ~, and 
(iv) E*E  commutes with U. 
Br ie f  Descr ip t ion  of  Sect ions  8 th rough 10 Sections 8 and 9 are devoted to tile study 
of cyclic 2-isometrics. It turns out that if T is a cyclic 2-isometry, then 
dim ker ( [ IAT l l -  AT) 1 
and furthermore if f0 r 0 is chosen so that ATfO II~XT[I/0, then f0 is cyclic for T if 
and only if T is pure (Theorem 8.t9). Here, a 2-isome~,ry T is said to be pure if it has no 
isometric direct summand. If one chooses 2~ f0, then the DDO L attached to T turns 
out to have a particularly nice form. This allows one to construct a model for T based 
on a probability measure on the unit circle (Theorem 8.32). This model leads to a rich 
function theoretic analysis of 2-isometrics. 
The class of 2-isometrics has also been independently studied by Stefan Richter [R1], 
[R2]. His work develops a Dirichlet space type model for 2-isometrics by exploiting a 
beautiful extension f the wandering subspace argument for isometries to the class of 2- 
isometrics which has considerable overlap with Section 8 of this paper. 
Section 9 uses Theorem 8.19 to derive a number of qualitative facts about the xistence 
and uniqueness of Brownian unitary and isometric extensions of a cyclic 2-isometry. 
~ 
~ 
= = 
~ ~ 
= -
= 
= 
= 
= 
Section 10 gives some remarks and open questions related to all three parts of the 
paper. 
A cyclic vector 
In this section we shall establish that if T is a pure cyclic 2-isometry and if f0 E 
ker (H/~Tll-  AT)  is non-zero, then f0 is a cyclic vector for T. We note that this result 
has already been established in the Wiener -Hopf  case with bounded intercept ((6.24) with 
n I). Our  proof in this section uses the lifting theorem for 2-isometries (Theorem 5.80). 
It turns out that if f0 is chosen as above for a cyclic 2-isometry, then A P(T, fo)^l ~a 
has the property that its slope and intercept are colinear. This results in the space H 2 
having a very pleasing form. 
We begin with the following elementary lemma.  
Lemma 8.1. Let T 6 s 0 be a 2-isometry of covariance cr > O. There exists a Brownian 
unitary extension B of covariance for T of the form E ooq 
B= V 
0 
acting on 1Co �9 IC1 @ ]C2 such that 
(8.2) Poe&eoTt C_ V{VkEUJPoeoez2h:  h E ~,k  > O, j an integer}. 
PROOF. By Theorem 5.80, there exists a Brownian unitary B1 of covariance for T given 
by 
o 1 Bi 1/1 ~E1 
o u2 
acting on .70 | J i  | J~ such that 
7{ _C ~o @ ~i @) ~2, B17-{ C_ 7~ 
and ]~1 t ~-{ T. Set 
Ad2 V{U~Pj27t:  j an integer}, 
the smallest reducing subspace for U2 containing Pj27-{, and let 
V{V?SlM : k >_ 0}, 
the smallest invariant subspace for I/i containing E l .A / J2  . 
= 

= 

~ 
~
= 
= 
= 
= 
If P&~ G 3di,  then the result follows. Otherwise, note that EiYv/2 G ker (1/1") and 
so 34i reduces V1. Thus Bi is unitarily equivalent to 
U1 0 0 0 0 ] 
0 Vii 0 crEll U / 0 0 V12 0 GEl2 
0 0 0 U2i o 
0 0 0 0 U22 J 
acting on Jo (~ -A/~I ~) (u'T1 o J~ l )  (~-/~2 (~ (~2 0]~2)  and Jo ~M1 �9 (J1 OJ~l )  0 -~2 @0 
is an invariant subspace for Bi which contains 7-{. The restricted operator after a shuffle 
has the form 
o 00] o 
0 Vu CTEli 
0 0 U21 J 
where by construction 
(8.3) pMI:H C V{V~EnU~iP~t: k > 0, j an integer}. 
Extending the Vi2 direct summand of B2 to a unitary operator thus gives a Brownian 
unitary extension B of B2 which (8.3) guarantees i a taut extension of the desired form. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.1. 
P ropos i t ion  8.4. Let T s be a 2-isomet<y of covariance > 0 and assume "y is 
cyclic for T. There exist positive measures #o and # supported on aD and an isometric 
transformation 
such that if B is defined by 
(s.5) B: [  o 
acti.g on f2(~0) e H 2 e f2(~), then L2 (,u,) 
oo] 
M~ ~r 
LT  BL ,  
and 
L( . J  1 F 1 
for some F E H~2(~). Furthermore, i f  fo E ker@r z - - ~T), then 
L(.fo) =O00Gg 
~ ~ 
~ 

= 

= ~ ~ 
for some g E L 2 (#). 
PaOOF. By Lemma 8.1, there exists a Brownian unitary B1 E s | ]C1 | ]C2) of covari- 
ance given by 
E o0 0] 
BI I/'I ~EI 
0 U 
where 7-{ c ]Co �9 ]CI (9 ]C2, BI 7~ c 7-{ and BI ]7-{ : T ~md such that (8.2) holds. Assume 
that 3`  has coordinates, 
3  ` 3'0 �9 3`1 | 3`2. 
Let Ado be the ,-cyclic subspace for U0 generated by 3`o, Ad2 be the ,-cyclic subspace for 
U generated by 3`2 and A41 be the smallest invariant subspace for 1/1 containing E1M~.. 
By the spectral theorem, there exist positive measure #o and # supported on 0D and 
Hilbert space isomorphisms W0: Ado L2(#0) and W2:Ad2 L2(#) such that 
Wo(go I Mo)  : Me,oWo 
wo(3`o) ~, 
W2(UIM2) M~oW2 and 
w~.(~/2) x. 
Furthermore, by the multiplicity theory of pure isometrics, the fact that E] t3.t2 is a 
Hilbert space isomorphism from Ad2 onto the initial space of 1/113-41 implies there exists 
a Hilbert space isomorphism W1 : Adl HL2(p. )2  such that 
Wl(rl I Adl) MAW1 and, 
W1E1W2 1 L2(;~) 2 --+ HL2 (~) 
is the inclusion map. 
Now, observe that Ad Ado (9 Adx (9 Ad2 is a reducing subspace for B1. Furthermore, 
if W Wo | 14% and if B is defined by (8.5), then W: Ad --+ L2(m0) (gH~(, )  (9L2(~) 
is a Hilbert space isomorphism such that 
(8.6) w(B1  I M)  : BW. 
Aiso, condition (8.2) implies that 3`1 C M1. Hence 3  `E M and since 3  `is a cyclic vector 
for T, so also CAd. Thus, if L: 7-{ L2(#o)| 2 L2(~.) | L2(p) is defined by L W ]7~, 
then (8.6) implies that 
LT BL.  
~ 
= 

= 
-~ ~ 
-
= 
= 
~ 
= 
= 
~ 
~ _ --~ = 
= 
By construction, L(3') has the form, 
l•F |  
2 To see that L(fo) has the form, for some F E HL~(, ). 
L(fo) =O~O~g 
for some g E L2(#), simply note that since cov (B) -- coy (T), 
f0 e ker (~yz AT) C ker (or 2 AB) 0 | 0 �9 L2(#) �9 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 8.4. 
Before proceeding we remark that in the proof of Proposition 8.4 the measure #o could 
be 0. This occurs if and only if T is pure (Theorem 9.3) and corresponds to a case where 
the L2(/~o) summand is absent in the various assertions of Proposition 8.4. 
Recalling Proposition 1.24, we observe that if T is a cyclic 2-isometry and a 
coy (T) > 0, then ker (or 2 AT) # {0}(compact operators attain their norm). Conse- 
quently, if 7 is a cyclic vector for T and L and B are as in Proposition 8.4, then there exist 
g E L2(#), F C H~2(~), and a sequence of polynomials uch that 
(8.7) p~(a)  . 
The above convergence when considered as a concrete approximation result on the spaces 
L2(#0), H~( , )  and L2(#) turns out to have several consequences. We begin with the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 8.8. With the setup of Proposition 8.4, if  a sequence of polynomials {Pn} is 
chosen so that (8.7) holds, then 
(i) ;~ o in L~(.o)  
(ii) Pn g in g 2 (tx) 
(iii) g(e i~ r 0 # almost every e 
and there exists a holomorphic function ((A) defined on D such that 
((~) 1 
g(S~ g(e i~ for every A C D. (iv) F(A, e i~ o A e -Tg 
In particular, ( E H z, 
1 
(v) r --* as A e non tangentially for tz almost every e iO, and 
(vi) ((~e~~ 1 in  L~(~)  as  1. 
PaOOF. First note that (i) and (ii) follow immediately from (8.7) and the special form of 
B. Note also that 
_ - --
= 
-
~ 
-~ 
~ 
~~ 
= -

~ ~ ~ 

~~ -~  ~ -~ 
(8.9) p~(A)F(A, e g~ + o p~(A) p~(e 0 
A e 
in H2~(,). Since the point evaluations from H2L~(,) into L2(#) are continuous, (8.9) actually 
holds as a convergence in L 2 (#) for each fixed A E D. Hence by (ii) and by passing to a 
subsequence if necessary we may assume that 
) 9(e~~ 
(s . lo)  p~(a)  F (a ,  e g~ + A ego 
in L2(>) for each fixed A E D. Since for each fixed ), E D, p~(A) is a sequence of scalars, 
and since g 7 0 in L2(>), we deduce from (8.10) that there exists a non vanishing function 
~]: II) + C such that 
(8.11) 
c~ ) g(e i~ 
,7(;~) F (a ,  e + ;~ ego  
Note that (8.11) implies that r/(A ) is analytic, a fact which will imply that (iii) holds. 
We argue by contradiction. If 9(e g~ 0 for every e E E where #(E) > 0, then (8.11) 
and the fact that rl(A) is nonvanishing imply that 
cr 
F(5, e g~ + - -  A e~ 0 -0  , AED 
for # almost every e go E E. Since 
1 
X e H2 
for any e i~ this contradicts the fact that F(A, e ~e) C H 2 for # almost every e '~ Hence (iii) 
holds. 
Now define ( by setting 
1 
Note  that (iv) follows immediate ly  f rom (8.11). Also, observe that (v) follows f rom (iv) 
and  the fact 
(A e'~ e g~ 0 
as A --* e go non  tangentially for # a lmost  every e i~ Also, observe that (iv) implies that 
(s.12) 
a fact wh ich  implies that ( E H 2. 
- ~~ ~ 
- ~~ 
~ 
~ ~ ~ -
~ 
~~ ~ = ~ _ 
= ~~ 
- ~~ ~ 
- -~ 

Finally, to see (vi), we estimate li((re~O)g(ei~ ) 111 using (8.12). Indeed, 
2 
(1 ~)~ sup " 1' F(,-e% ~~ 
heL2 (/x) J 
IIh11~1 
: (1 ~)2 sup F, h(~ 
~L2(~) 1 -- re- i~ 
i1~11_<1 / HL2(~) J 
< (1 -  ~)211Fll sup i ~<o)  
- -  heL~( . )  1 - -  Te - - iO~ 
Ilhll<l 
--+0 
since 
1 I h(e~O) 2 I 
- re -~~ 1 r '~ tlhlb~' 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.8. 
The next lemma represents the analysis of an attempt o recapture the vector 
[!] 
as an element in the cyclic subspace for B generated by 
Lemma 8.13. With the setups of Proposition 8.4 and Lemma 8.8, if  (~ is defined by 
(,,(A) r then 
f [!] r --+ 9 
PROOF. First observe that 
0 
(T(s) ~' 7 :Ta - - -g t~ J /  
iO iO (~(e)g(~ ) J 
-
= -
-	 ~~ 
~ 
-
= 
= 
 By Lemma 8.8 (vi), (~(e~e)g(e i~) 1 in L2(#). 
To see that 
(8.14) G (~(A) (r(e ie) eiO) g(po) F(~, 
in H~2(u), note first that Lemma 8.8 (iv) implies that 
Gr (~-~ P~ e + , 
and 
~r ) (~.po e~O)F(~po po) + ~. 
Hence, if Lr : HZ2(u) --+ H~2(u ) is defined by 
L~(G)(~, e : (1 ~) a (~,  e G(~P , p0) 
A - -  e iO 
then 
~.(~) r v(pe) .F ( ,~ ,  P~ e~~ pe) .  
o ei o 
Since rF(rA, e --4 F()~, e i~ in H22(~,), (8.14) will follow once  it is shown that 
(8.15) L,. 0 strongly in s 
The assertion in (8.15) is an immediate consequence of the following two facts. 
1 
(sAg) I[L~I/ < ~.  
(8.17) L~.(X~h(ei~ 0 if n > 0 and h C L2(#). 
To prove (8.16), note first from the cMculation that proved Lemma 8.8 (vi) that if 
H E H~(u  ), then 
f IH( ~P~ e I=d~(0) _< ItHII ~" (8.18) 
Thus if G C H 2 and L.(G) is expanded into a power series in A, c~(u) 
IIL~GII (1 r) 2 r2e f i(M;ea)(rpo pe)l~d~ 
g=l  
d 
- -  i - -  r 2 
g=l  
p 2 
-< (1 +,)= llalf 
-~ 
-~ ~ ~ 
~ = - ~~ ~ 
= _ 
~~ - ~~ - ~
- ~~ = -
~ 
~~ 
~ 
--~ 
~~ ~ 
~ -- - ~ 
and we see that (8.16) holds. 
To  prove (8.17), we calculate directly that 
Hence, 
Lr(A~h(ei~ : (1  r)r~h(Ce)(ln I + A.,-2eio + .+e i (~ 1)0). 
IIL~-(A~h(ci~ (1 r)2re'~llhll2n 
a fact which implies (8.17) and concludes the proof of Lemma 8.13. 
We now are in a position to prove our promised result, that the eigenfunction for AT 
corresponding to the eigenvalue IIATII is cyclic for T if T is a pure cyclic 2-isometry. 
Theorem 8.19. / fT  is a pure cyclic 2-isometry and .f0 6 ker(llATII AT)  is nonzero, 
then fo is cynic for T. 
PROOF. Apply Proposition 8.4 and Lemmas 8.8 and 8.13 to obtain that 
Since also 
we deduce that 
Setting 
and 
!] L(~). 
7% = L-l(H2(l~o) 
7/1 L -1 B : k > 0 , 
we see that 7/o and ~1 are invariant for T and ~0 • ~1- Furthermore, since ~/is cyclic 
for T and 7 C 7% + ~1, 7% + 7-tl 7/. Hence 7-go is reducing for T and since T is assumed 
pure, ~o {0}. Since Lemma 8.13 implies that fo is a cyclic vector for ~1 it follows that 
fo is a cyclic vector for T. 
Theorem 8.19 implies that if T is a cyclic 2-isometry with coy (T) > 0, then 
dim ker ( I IATI I -  AT) 1. 
-

= -

-
~ 

= ~ 
= 
= 
= 
To see this simply observe that if ker (H AT I[- AT) contains two linear independent vectors, 
then there exist a nonzero vector f0 in 
ker (I IATII- AT) n ran T. 
Such a vector could not possibly be cyclic for the pure part of T. 
Theorem 8.19 has as an application the fact that a cyclic pure 2-isometry has a 
particular model in a nice form. 
dO If T denotes the ordinary Dirichlet shift (i.e., T MA with L ~d~ D + ~) ,  then T 
is commonly represented as M~ on the space of functions f E H 2 such that 
(8.20) (k + 1) [ f^(k)[ 2 < o~. 
k=0 
We notice that (8.20) can be reformulated as the condition 
c~ k 2 
llfllH2(7~ )~ +k~o= f-Ee=o f^(g)e~e H2(~) <cx~ 
i.e., f is in H 2 (2~-) and the sum of the squares of the errors in approximating f by its 
Fourier series converges. 
Def in i t ion  8.21 For # a probability measure on 0D, let H2,~ denote the Hilbert space of 
analytic functions f defined on D such that 
(i) f E H 2, 
(ii) there exists f -  E L2(#) such that f(A) --* f-(e i~ as A e non tangential ly for # 
almost every e i~ and 
f -  f i  f^( g)e ~e~ 
2 
(iii) f i  < oe and equipped with norm defined by, 
k=0 ~=0 L2(#) 
ec k 2 
ilfll~,~ f - -~  f^ . Ill lie,(,) + s (e)e ~e~ 
k=0 e=0 L2 (P) 
The function theory that leads to the completeness of the space H 2 and the density /~,o- 
of polynomials is based on the following observation. 
(s.22) 
The map L :H  2 H 2 | 2(#) ~,a --+ L2(~) 
defined by L(f)  cr f(A)A-_ f-(ei~ | f -  
is an isometry. 
= = 
~ 
~ ~~ 
-
= -~ ~ 
= ~~ 
Both the facts that L( f )  E H~2(**) | L2(#) and that L is an isometry h)llow from an 
examination of the power series formula, 
f (a)  f~(e io) e f (e% / (e )e  ~e~ e -~~ ~. 
A e ~e 
k=0 g=0 
To see that H u is complete, assume that {fr is a Cauchy sequence in H 2 By 11~o- p.,a" 
(8.22) there exists F E H 2 such that L 2 (t~) 
2 f~(A) f J -(ei~ --, f (A ,e  e~ in HL: ( ,  ) 
)t -- e iO 
and there exists g E L2(#) such that 
fj----+.q in L2(#). 
Following the proof of Lemma 8.8 (iv), we deduce that there exists a holomorphic function 
r~(),) such that 
(8.23) ~(X) g(e w) (4 e i~ ei~ . 
Now, (8.23) implies that V c H 2, and as in the proof of Lemma 8.8 (v), it is easy to deduce 
f rom (8.23) that  ~(),) --+ g(e ~e) as a + e non tangentially for/ ,  almost every e *~ Thus, 
g r] . Consequently, 
,7(~) ~-(~0) 
- V(A,e i~) H~(.), 
- eio 
and f j  --+ in H~,~. Thus, H~,~ is complete. 
The proof that the analytic polynomials are dense ill H~,~ will follow from the following 
lemma. 
Lemma8.24 .  I f  f E H 2 and f~ is detined by f,-()~) f ( rA)  for r < l, t lmn fr  E H 2 t~cr LL,O" 
and. fT~f inH 2 /~,cr as  r --+ 1. 
PROOF.  By  (8.23), it suffices to show 
l 1 - -  e ie  -_~ )~ - -  e ie  . f ( re  r f f  (e iO) 
That f ( re  i~ -+ f - (e  in L2(/*) follows as in the proof of Lemma 8.8 (vi). 
To see that 
f ( rk )  f ( re  f ( )O f (e~~ 
(8.25) e~ o e.iO , 
- -~~ ~ -
-

- = -
~~ 
= 
-
~ 
~ 
= 
~~ 
- ~~ 
~ _ ~ ~ _ 
set 
and note that  
F()~,  e i~ - f ( l )  - f - (e{~ 
1 e 
f ( r l )  f ( re  i~ 
1 - e i~ : rF ( r l ,  e {~ - e~:OLr(F)(A, ei~ 
where L~ is defined as in the proof of Lemma 8.13. Since L~ - -  0 strongly and since 
rF(rA,  e --+ F ( I ,  e{~ (8.25) holds and the proof of Lemma 8.24 is complete. 
To see how Lemma 8.24 implies that the polynomials are dense in H~,~ observe that  
if f is holomorphie on a neighborhood o ld  , then f I 01D C :D~. Also, if fa C Da is defined 
by 
k 
fk(ei~ E f^(g)e{e~ 
g--O 
then fk --+ f in De- Hence using Proposit ion t.20 
llf fkll~,~ ]l(f Ik)(M,,~)IH 2 
- -40.  
Since f~ is a polynomial,  this proves the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.26. The polynomiMs are dense in H 2 iz,O-. 
If # is a probabi l i ty measure on 0D and cr > 0, let M~,,~ denote the operator "multi- 
pl ication by I"  on H~,~ i.e. 
M-.,~f(1) : Af(A). 
P ropos i t ion  8.27. I f  # is a probability measure on igD and > O, then M~,~ is a 
pure cyclic 2-isometry of covariance ~. Furthermore, 1 is a unit eigenvector for A M.,~ 
corresponding to the eigenvalue ~2 and 
(8.28) <Aag.,~f, g)u,~ : ~2{f-g-)L2(.)  
for all f ,  g e H~,~. 
PROOF. Note first using the identity, 
that 
Af(A) el8 f-(s ie ) : f (~)  - - '  + f-(e{e )
s - e ~e A - e ee 
7---7 : l -  Tg + I IIL (.). 
- ~~ 
-
~~ 
= 
- = -
~ 
~ ~ ~ 
Thus, by (8.22), 
(8.29) 
Since 
(72 f~ l i  
2 2 IIf/IL~(,) Itflln,~, 
(8.29) implies that M~,~ is bounded. Also, (8.29) implies that Mn,o is a 2-isometry and 
that (8.28) holds. M~,~ is cyclic by Lemma 8.26. 
To see that 1 is a eigenvector for ZkM,,o first note by the definition of I1 IIn,~ and (8.28) 
that 11111 1 and IIAM,.o II-< (72. Thus since (8.28) implies 
(72 (AM., 1, 1) _< IIAM.,~ II (7~, 
in fact IlZXM.,~ II (7~ and 1 is an eigenvector for AM .... corresponding to the eigenvalue 
a 2. Finally, Mn, is pure by Lemma J.25 since 1 ff ran AM,,~ and 1 is cyclic for M,,~. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 8.27. 
We write A,,~ for 2XM.,~. 
The following proposition will turn out to give a complete set of unitary invariants 
for pure cyclic 2-isometries when combined with Theorem 8.32 below. 
P ropos i t ion  8.30. K lZ 1 and #2 are probability measures on OD and (71,(z2 > O, the 
Mn~,~ is unitarily equivalent o M~2,~ i f  and only i f  #l #2 and ~z ~2. 
PROOF. Assume that U: H~l,~ --+ H2~ is a Hilbert space isomorphism such that 
(8.31) 
Then necessarily, 
and 
A/ In~,~U UMn . . . .  . 
U (ker ((7~ - /~  ....  )) ker ((7~ A n . . . .  ) . 
Now, Proposition 8.27 implies that both 
1 ker ((71 ZXn . . . .  ) and 1 ker ((7~ An  . . . .  ) 
Also by the remark following the proof of Theorem 8.19, 
dim ker (a~ /k• .... ) dim ker (a~ ~n .. . .  ) : 1. 
~ 
= 
= = 
= 
~ 
= = 
~ 
= 
= -
~ ~ - ~ -
- = -
Hence, there exists E OK) such that 
Using (8.31) we obtain that 
U(1) a .  
u(p)  ~;  
for all polynomials p, a fact which implies that 
(U*Aul,~IUp, q>L~(~) 
(A ,  . . . .  p,q}L2(, , )  
: a2(p, qiL:(ui). 
Since or1 : a2, this calculation shows that #1 : #z- This establishes Proposit ion 8.30. The 
following result is the converse of Proposition 8.27. 
Theorem 8.32. If T is a pure cyclic 2-isometry with coy(T) : a, then there exists a 
unique probability measure # on OD such that T is unitarily equivalent o Mu,~. 
PROOF. The uniqueness of # follows from Proposition 8.30. By Theorem 8.29, if fo is 
a unit vector in ker ((72 AT), then fo is cyclic for T. Hence, by Proposition 8.4 with 
7 f0, there exists a positive measure u on 0~, a unit vector g C L2(u), and an isometry 
L: 7-{ H~2(,) LZ(u) such that 
(8.33) LT= [M~ o ] 
0 Mc~o L 
and 
1 
If the measure b~ is defined by 
then since g is a unit vector in LZ(u), # is a probability measure. 
Computing using (8.33) we find that 
(p(T)fo,q(T)fo) (L(p(T)fo), L(q(T)Io)} 
e iO A e iO H~eu ) 
(p~ 2 
q}H. ,~ 
~ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-
= 
~ ~ 
= 
~ - -
= " 
Thus, T is unitarily equivalent to M~,~ via the map 
p(T) fo  H p. 
This establishes Theorem 8.32. 
~9. Brownian  Un i ta r ies  Rev is i ted  
In this section we shall nse Theorem 8.19 to derive a number of qualitative facts about 
the existence and uniqueness of Brownian unitary and Brownian isometric extensions of a 
cyclic 2-isometry T. The main results of the section are Theorems 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5. 
Theorem 9.3 identifies those cyclic 2-isometries T of covariance that possess a pure 
Brownian unitary extension of covarianee ~. Theorem 9.4 establishes that there exists 
a unique minimal Brownian unitary extension of covariance cr for a cyclic 2-isometry T
of covariance a and identifies that extension concretely in terms of a geometric riterion 
termed "tautness" (defined in Definition 9.1 below). Finally, Theorem 9.5 establishes the 
following interesting phenomenon: if T E s is a cyclic 2-isometry of covariance o- and 
B C s162 is any Brownian isometric extension for T of covariance ~, then there exists a 
Hilbert space 34 with 7-t c_ 34 c_ 1r such that A4 is reducing for B and such that B [ ~4 is 
the minimal unitary extension of T. 
We begin with the following notion motivated by Lemma 8.1 for a general 2-isometry 
not assumed cyclic. 
Let 7-t and K~ be Hilbert spaces with c s Let T E L;(7-t) be a 2-isometry with 
covariance a. Let K; K]o @~t @K]2 and let B C E(K]) be a Brownian unitary of covariance [ o0 
B= 0 V 
0 0 
such that BT~ c_ 7~ and B ]7-t T. 
Def in i t ion  9.1. B is a taut extension of T if 
(i) P~oT-t is *-cyclic for U0 
(ii) P~ is ,-cyclic for U 
(iii) P~I~ c_ V{vkE~2: k >_ 0}. 
In the above definition and throughout this section we will abuse notation somewhat  
by simply denoting the orthogonal projections -P~co|174 Foe~;l| and Poeoetc~ by P~o, 
P~I, and PK;2 respectively. In the definition also note that (i) (resp. (ii)) is equivalent 
to the condition that /Co (resp. ]C2) is the smallest reducing subspace for Uo (resp., U) 
containing Ptco?-{ (resp., P~c27-{). Finally, since V*E  0, (iii) is equivalent to the condition 
that P~c17-{ is in the smallest reducing subspace for V containing EK]2. 
~
~ 
= 
= 
= 

Lemma 8.1 implies that every 2-isometry of covariance possesses a taut extension 
to a Brownian unitary of covariance or. To see this note that if B is o, Tz~y Brownian unitary 
extension for T as in Lemma 8.1, then if/g~, ]C~ and ]g[ are defined by 
1~ V { Uj P~z~ T( : J C Z} ,  and 
_> o}, 
then K2~ | | K;[ is reducing for B. If we set/C'  ~2[, @/C[ @/C[, then /3  I1r is a taut 
extension of T. 
The next lemma hints at a certain structural invariance in the concept of purity 
relative to extensions of cyclic 2-isometries. It is the heart of the matter in analyzing when 
a cyclic 2-isometry has a pure Brownian extension. 
Lemma 9.2. Let T C s be a cyc/ic 2-isometry of covariance cr > O. T has the form 
Uo| acting on 7-{o@7~ 1 where Uo is unitary and To is pure. Furthermore, every Brownian 
unitary extension B of T of covariance cr has the form B Uo 0 Bt  acting on 7% | 1C1 
where ]C 1 D 7"fl and B 1 is a Brownian unitary extension of To of covariance o. 
PROOp. By Theorem 1.26, T has the form V | To where V is an isometry and To is pure. 
Also, since c7 > 0, 
Consequently, since T is cyclic, 
ind (To) s -1 .  
-1  < ind (T) ind (V) + ind (To) < ind (V) 1. 
Hence,  V is unitary. 
To  see the second assertion of the lemma,  note that Proposit ion 5.90 implies that if 
/r _D 7{ o @ ~-L1 and  B is any  Brownian  unitary extension for T of covariance cr then since 
B is also an  extension for U0, 7-{o is a reducing subspace for B. This  concludes the proof 
of Lemma 9.2. 
Theorem 9.3. Let T be a cyclic 2-isometry of covariance or. T has a pure Brownian 
unitary extension of covarianee if  and only if T is pure. 
PROOF. If T is not pure and not an isometry, then by Lemma 9.2, T has a unitary 
surnmand.  Hence  every Brown ian  unitary extension of T of the same covariance as T has 
~ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= -
~ 
a unitary summand, i.e., is not pure. If T is an isometry, then cr 0 and again the result 
is clear. 
Conversely, suppose that T is pure. Let fo E ker(AT --II~TII) be nonzero. By 
Theorem 8.19, f0 is cyclic for T. By Proposition 8.4, there exist B, L, Po and # such that 
B has the form given in (8.5), LT  BL ,  and L(fo) 0 | 0 | g for some g E L2(#). But 
H 2 | L2(p) is reducing for B and contains 7-{ (since LT  BL  and f0 is cyclic for 0 | L2(~) 
T) so that B t0 | | L2(#) is a pure Brownian unitary extension f covariance a. 
This establishes Theorem 9.3. 
Before proceeding we remark that Theorem 9.3 does not hold for 2-cyclic 2-isometrics. 
Indeed, if B is a Brownian shift of covariance c~ > 0, then B �9 S, which is not pure, has 
an extension to the pure Brownian unitary B | t3. 
If T E s is a 2-isometry of covariance a, let us agree to say that a Brownian 
unitary extension B E s of T of covariance a is minimal if is the smallest reducing 
subspace for B containing 7-t. Note that Lemma 5.32 and Lemma 5.90 imply via Zorn's 
Lemma that minimal extensions always exist. The following theorem establishes not only 
the uniqueness of minimal ifts for cyclic T, but also that minimality is identical to the 
concept of tautness in the cyclic case. 
Theorem 9.4. Let T E s be a cyclic 2-isometry of  covariance cr > O. B E s D 
a minimal Brownian unitary extension of covariance cr for T i f  and only i f  B is a taut 
extension of  T. F~rthermore, any two taut extensions of  T are unitari ly equivalent via a 
Hilbert space isomorphism that fixes 7-{. 
PROOF.  First assume that B E s is a min imal  Brownian  unitary extension for T of 
covariance g. We need to show that B is taut. By  Lemma 9.2, we  may assume that T is 
pure. Thus ,  g has the form, 
with respect o a decomposition/C ]~1 @ ](~2. Now,  if f0 0 is chosen in ker (~2 /~T)~ 
then by Theorem 8.19, f0 is cyclic for T. Defining M1 C 1Cl and ]v42 C /C2 by 
M~ V(u  jfo: j c z} ,  and 
V{v~zM~:  _> o}, 
we see that A41 @ A42 is reducing for B and that 7-{ c A-41 | 2Ul2 by the cyclicity of fo- 
Since t3 is minimal, it follows that R21 3all and )C2 A42. Thus, by the construction of
M1 and 3/12, B is a taut extension for T. 
= 
= = 
= 
~ 
= ~ _ 
= 
~ = ~ 
= = 
The remainder of Theorem 9.4 will follow from the uniqueness of taut extensions. By 
Lemma 9.2, it suffices to establish this uniqueness in the case when T is pure. To establish 
this latter fact, let 
B I= IV1 ~rE1U1 ] 
and 
13~= u~ J 
be taut pure  extensions of T acting on  K:I | J1 and/C2  J2, respectively. Choose  a nonzero  
vector fo E ker (~2 AT  ) and  let gl P&fo and 92 PJ2fo. Dense ly  define a linear map 
W:  ](:1 �9 J1  --+ ~2 �9 J2  by  requiring 
w\ v gl /= \  v g2 ) 
for k > 0 and j, E Z. A direct calculation using the facts that V~E1 0 and V2E2 0 
shows that W extends by continuity to an isometry. Using the tautness of B1 and B2, the 
cyclicity of f0, and the facts that E~ and E2 map onto ker 1/1" and ker V2* allow one to 
conclude that W is densely defined and has dense range. Finally, note that 
W(T~fo)  =W B~ gl g2 
i.e. W fixes ~,  and that WB1 B2W.  This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.4. 
If T E Z:(~) is a 2-isometry of covariance and B E s is a Brownian isometric 
extension of covariance crfor T, let us agree to say that B is a minimal Brownian isometric 
extension of covariance G for T if ]C is the smallest reducing subspace for /3 containing 
~. Note that the existence of minimal Brownian isometric extensions i  a tautology based 
on Zorn's Lemma and the fact that the collection of Brownian isometries i  closed with 
respect to restrictions to reducing subspaces (a consequence of Theorem 5.48). 
In the cyclic case we can identify not only the minimal Brownian unitary extension 
as in Theorem 9.4 but also the minimal Brownian isometric extension of covariance crof a 
cyclic 2-isometry T of covariance (they are identical!). 
Theorem 9.5. Let T C ~(7~) be a cyclic 2-isometry of covaziance ~. I f  13 E ~(]C) is a 
Brownian isometric extension of T of covariance o, then 13 decomposes 
13 13o | 131 
with respect to a decomposition 1( ]Co | where Bo is a Brownian unitary of covariance 
and ?-{ c IC o. In particular, a cyclic 2-isometry of covariance has a unique minimal 
~ 

_ = = 

~ = = 
= 
~
~
= 
= 
~ 
Brownian isometric extension f  covariance cr and this extension is the unique minimM 
Brownian unitary extension of T of  covariance or. 
PROOF.  As  in the proof  of Theorem 9.4, Lemma 9.2 implies that we  may assume that T 
is pure. If B C s is a Brown ian  isometric extension of T of covariance ~, then B has 
the fo rm 
acting on /C Ado | Adl where U commutes with E 'E ,  E*E  _< 1 and V*E  0. By 
Theorem 8.19, there exists a unit vector g E Adl such that 0 O g E 7-{ and 0 @ g E 
ker (/kB -- cr 2) is cyclic for T. Computation of Z~B yields the equation 
Since E*E  <_ 1, E*E  9 g. 
integers j.  
If we define 342 and 34.3by 
and 
@2E*Eg, g} cT 2 
Thus, since E*E  commutes with U, E*EUJg  UJg for all 
Ad~ : V{gJg: j e z} 
Ad3 M1GAd2,  
then B decomposes with respect o ]C M0 | Ad2 | M3 as 
B 
[i r r 
u IMz  o 
o ULAd3 
where E[Ad2 is an isometry and E(Ad2) J- E(Ad3). Since V*E  0, it follows that if 
M4 V{VkE(M2) :  k Z O} , and 
M~ Ado O 344, 
then B decomposes with respect o ]C M4 | M5 �9 M2 �9 J~43 as 
B 
V IM4 0 ~E IM2 i ] 
0 V I Ms  0 aE  Ad3 
0 0 U IM2 
0 0 0 U IM3 i 
= = 
= " 
== 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 
where Gift/t2 is a surjective isometry onto ker (V IM4)* .  Since by construction, g e 
0 • 0 | A/{~ | 0, the facts that B extends T and g is cyclic for T imply that 
~C_M4@0|174 
Thus, the first assertion of Theorem 9.5 follows by setting 
/Co A/t4 @ 0 (9 A~2 | 0 and 
/Cx 0 |  OOGA~3.  
To see the second assertion of the theorem note that the first assertion of the theorem 
implies that it is enough to show that the minimal Brownian unitary extension of covariance 
for T is a minimal Brownian isometric extension of eovariance a for T. But since 
by Lemma 5.32 any reducing subspace for B containing 7-{ gives a Brownian unitary of 
covarianee ~, this follows immediately. This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.5. 
w Some remarks and open questions. 
In this section, which is written much less formally than the rest of the paper, we 
shall m~ke a number of comments regarding the intrinsic operator theory of m-isometrics 
as well as the interplay of the theory with other areas of mathematics. Along the way a 
number of interesting open questions will arise. 
When is AT compact?  
If T is a finitely cyclic 2-isometry, then AT is compact (Proposition 1.24). Further- 
more, the results of Section 6 indicate that the eigenfunctions of AT are destined to play 
a significant rob  in the theory of 2-isometries. 
Now, if ~v (too,... ,m~.-2) is an rn 1-tuple of L ~176 functions on cgD, then one can 
define a differential operator L~ by 
L~ - iN + E me k i dO ] 
~=0 
Furthermore, one may compress L~ to H 2 and obtain a Toeplitz operator in the sense of 
[M-G1 
A~ : P~L~ I~ 
Now, in the same manner as considered in the beginning of Section 6 for the case rn : 2, 
in the case where there exists a positive constant e such that 
A~-e>O 
A~ may be regarded as an analytic Dirichiet operator and thus induces via Theorem 3.49 a 
unique rn-isometry M~. Furthermore, just as in Section 6, the formula of (6.6) still holds, 
(10.1) A~ x A w 
= 
= 
= -
= 
~ 

= 
Thus, by the spectral results of [M-G], A T iS compact for the wide and naturally occurring 
class of cyclic m-isometrics that have the form T M~,,. 
Unfortunately, that AT is not in general compact even in the cyclic case can be seen 
W oo from the following simple example of a cyclic 3-isometry. Let c > 0, { n},.=l be a square 
summabie sequence of complex numbers and {(i~} be a sequence in 0D which does not 
contain any of its accumulation points. Set 
n=l  0 ( l  n 'n=l  
(lO.2) 
and 
Oo.a) 
Using (10.2) observe that 
so that 
n=l  n=l  
n=l  
,1 1 ) 
(Vat-1)3(T) =2 T ~(yx-1)Z(T)T- [ (yx -  l)2(T) =0.  
Thus T is a 3-isometry and f x : l (yoc  - -  ])2(T) is not compact. We now show that 3, is a 
to show that for each j >_ 1, there exist a sequence of polynomials {Pe.j}~l such that 
(10.4) g-~oolimpgj(T)'T=@[ 0 
n=l  
where ~Snj is the Kronecker symbol. Using (10.2), and the facts that c and w,~ are nonzero 
one sees that (10.4) is equivalent to 
(10.5) (n> 1, j>  1). 
lim pgj(oen) 6,,j 
g~oo 
To see (10.5), fix j > 1. Let Gj be an open bal] containing c~.f and /~i be a simply 
connected open set containing c~,~ for n # j such that Hj gl Gj r By Runge's Theorem, 
there exist a sequence of polynomia]s pz~(z) such that pej(z) converges uniformly to 1 
on Cj and pgj(z) converges uniformly to 0 on Hi. By Cauchy's Integral formula, p[.,(z) 
converges uniformly to 0 on Gj U Hi. With this construction, (10.5) holds. In summary, 
we have constructed a cyclic 3-isometry T such that AT is not compact. 
We now prove a generalization of Proposit ion 1.24 wh ich  shows  that the example  .just 
considered depended on  the fact that 3 is odd. 
= 
' 
= 
Propos i t ion  10.6. I fT  E E(~) is a finitely cyclic m-isometry and m is even, then f T iS 
compact. 
PROOF. We first fix some notation. Let ]C(7-{) be the collection of compact operators 
in E(5~). /C(~) is a norm-c losed ideal in /3(~) and  E(~) / /C (~)  is a unital C*-a lgebra 
[Ca]. The  canonical  map Ir 0 : E(3-~) --+ g(7-/)//C('k~) is a unital *-representation. Since 
/2(~)/K7(~) is a unital C*-algebra, there exist a Hilbert space yk4 and  an  injective unital 
*-representation ~r: L](?~)/K~(5~) --+/~(JV[) [C]. 
Now,  since T is finitely cyclic and, by  Lemma 1.21, the approx imate  point spect rum 
lies in the unit circle, T is F redholm.  Thus  fro(T) is invertible in the Calk in algebra 
~:(~) /~(~)  and ~(~o(T)) C C(~)  is invertible. Since ~o~0: s C(M) is a unital 
*-representation a d T is a m-isometry, r~(%(T)) is an m-isometry. But m is even and so 
by Proposition 1.23, A~(~0(T)) 0. Since 
~(~0(Lxr ) )  LX~(~o(T)) 0 
and 7r is in]ective, 7r0(Ax) 0 and so AT is compact. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 10.6. 
When Does an m- Isometry  Possess a DTO of a Given Form? 
Let T E Z~(~) be an n-cyclic m-isometry. Are there purely operator theoretic harac- 
terizations for the existence of an  n-cyclic tuple 7 for T such that (T, 7) 
(a) is smooth?  
(b) is regular? 
(c) is in Wiener -Hopf  form? 
(d) is in Wiener -Hopf  fo rm with coef lMents in (L~176 
Recall that "smooth" ,  "regular", and  "DTO in W-H form" were  defined in Section 4 
where  it was  shown in Theorem 4.18 that (b) implies (e). The  above  four questions axe all 
open  even in the case where  n 1 and  rn 2. Though it seems entirely possible that the 
four notions represented in questions (a) (d) do not correspond to any  natural operator 
theoretic notions perhaps  some modif ication of them does. Also observe that Proposit ion 
6.18 implies that if (d) holds, then T is similar to the Dirichlet shift. Is the converse true? 
What  Operators  P lay  the  Ro le  for m- I sometr ies  that  Brownian  Un i ta r ies  P lay  
for 2 - I sometr ies?  
We recall f rom Section 5 that the Brownian  shifts were  characterized in three distinct 
ways: via statistics, via operator theory, and  via distribution theory. First, there was  the 
characterization of B~,r as the t ime shift, on  the L 2 space of a scaled Brownian  mot ion  
(Proposit ion 5.2). Second, there was  the purely operator theoretic characterization as the 
pure  2-isometries wi th  rank AT  1 (Proposit ion 5.6). Third, there was  the characteriza- 
tion on  the level of DTO as those cyclic 2-isometries wi th  the leading coefficient of (T, "y)* a 
point mass  (Proposit ion 5.10). Now,  the Brownian  unitaries, wh ich  were  introduced as the 
~ 
= 
= = 
= 
^ 
= = 
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direct integrals in 0 of Brownian shifts of constant covariance, th mselves had two further 
characterizations one spatial (Proposition 5.12) and one C*-algebraie (Theorem 5.20). In 
addition, if one regards the Brownian unitaries as given, then yet a fourth characterization 
of Brownian shifts is that they are the irreducible Brownian unitaries. Finally, one has 
via Theorem 5.99 that the Brownian unitaries of covariance are precisely the smallest 
collection of the 2-isometrics of eovariance <_ c~ that is closed with respect o restrictions to 
reducing subspaces and in addition has the property that every 2-isometry of covarianee 
< c~ has an extension to an element of the subcollection. (i.e., Theorem 5.80 is true). 
Summarizing, we see that the Brownian shifts are a natural class of 2-isometrics from four 
distinct points of view. 
It would certainly be of interest o work out any aspect of the above notions to the 
cases when m > 2. In the invertible case (which can only occur when m is odd) one has 
that the Jordan operators J U + Q (i.e., U unitary, Q-~ 0, UQ QU) play a 
significant role. Scott McCullough in his thesis [M1] made a deep and serious study of 
the lifting structure of 3-isometrics. Roughly, his result can be described as follows. 
Let 5co denote the collection of 3-isometrics that satisfy a certain normalization de- 
pending on a parameter cT(this is analogous to considering the 2-isometrics of covariance 
<_ or). In attempting to develop an operator theoretic model theory for 5r~ one is naturally 
led to consider subcolleetions B C ~Co such that every element T C 5~o has an extension 
to an dement of B and in addition satisfies (5.89). W~ refer to such subcollections B as 
boundaries for 5c~ lag3]. One way to measure the complexity of a given boundary would 
be through the complexity of the irreducible lements in that boundary. For example, 
Theorem 5.80 asserts that the Brownian unitaries of covariance crare a boundary for the 
2-isometries of covariance _< and the irreducible element of this boundary are the rank 
one unitaries 1 parameter family of [e/0] and the 1 parameter family of Brownian shifts 
Bo,~6. MeCullough showed that such simplicity can never be achieved for any boundary 
for So. Specifically, he showed that if B is a boundary for $c  then there is a distinct 
irreducible lement By G B for each smooth automorphism V~of the circle. 
How does Disconjugaey Theory  Work  for m > 3? 
One way to attack the questions raised in the previous question would be to generalize 
the results of Section 6 to Toeplitz operators of order > 1 and then to employ the ideas in 
Section 7. Unfortunately, the immediate attempt to do this fails as the following example 
illustrates. 
Let Aw be defined by 
dom(A,~) {f u~:  f"  H ~} 
A~.f D2f 
Then A .  > 0 and dim ker A~, 2. Thus, Lemma 6.7, Lemma 6.16, and Proposition 6.17 
are all false for m > 1. 
~
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What  is the S t ructure  of the M in ima l  Brownian  Isometr ic  Extens ion  of a given 
2- Isometry?  
In Section 9 we introduced the notion of a minimal Brownian isometric extension of 
covariance crfor a given 2-isometry T of covariance c~. Such extensions were required to 
minimal with respect o reduc ing subspaces. While this is the most obvious way to define 
minimality in this context it turns out that the following definition though less obvious is 
more natural. 
DEFINITION 10.7. Let T G s be a 2-isometry of covariance G, let /~ _D ~, and let 
B Z;(/r be a Brownian isometric extension of covariance a for T. B is a minimal 
Brownian isometric eztension of covariancc for T with respect o invariant subspaces 
if ]C is the smallest invariant subspace for B containing such that B]/C is a Brownian 
isometry. 
The reason that we say Definition 10.7 is less obvious than the definition of minimality 
considered in Section 9 is based on the observation that if B E Z:(~), B is a Brownian 
isometry, and Jr4 c is invariant for B, then BIAJ is not necessarily a Brownian isometry. 
Thus, while Corollary 5.57 gives an immediate proof via Zorn's Lemma that minimal 
Brownian isometric extensions with respect o reducing subspaces always exist, he 
existence of minimal Brownian isometric extensions with respect o invar iant  subspaces 
is not immediately clear (cf., the sentence preceding Lemma 10.8 below). 
Two facts are, however, immediately clear. Firstly, Lemma 5.90 guarantees that the 
notion of minimal Brownian un i ta ry  extension of covariance G remains unchanged if one 
replaces reducing subspaces with subspaces assumed only to be invariant (and on which 
the extension is a Brownian unitary). Secondly, Theorem 9.5 guarantees that the two 
notions of minimal Brownian isometric extension of covariance a for T agree in the case 
when T is cyclic. 
In general, however, the two notions do not agree and, indeed, the notion involving 
reducing subspaces i somewhat unnatural as can be seen by the following multicyelie 
example. Fix 0 C R and positive constants G0 _< G1. Let 
B= S ~0| 
0 e i~ 
acting on (H 2 | C) @ H 2 | C where B . . . .  ~0 is a Brownian shift, S is the shift operator 
acting on H 2 and G0 | 1 : C --* H 2 is defined by (Go | 1) ()~)(z) GoA, z E D. Note first 
that BI({0 } | H 2 �9 C) B~o,~,o and hence B is a Brownian isometry of covariance G1. 
Hence if we set T B I (H 2 | C) @H20{0}, then T is a 2-isometry of covariance G1 and B 
is a Brownian isometric extension of covariance G1 for T. Since T B~l,e~o | S, T is itself 
a Brownian isometry of covariance al and hence B cannot possibly be a minimal extension 
~ 
~ 
~
~ 
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with respect o invaciant subspaces. On the other hand, since (H 2 @ C) | H 2 | {0} has 
codirnension 1 and a0 is assumed nonzero, there are no reducing subspaces for B containing 
(H 2 | C) | H 2 | {0}, so that B is minimal with respect o reducing subspaces. Hence 
the two notions of minimal extension do not agree in the mnlticyclic ase, In addition, the 
unnaturalness of the notion of minimal extension with respect o reduc ing subspaces i
revealed by our example by observing that T is a Brownian isometry and yet possesses the 
proper  minimal Brownian isometric extension B! 
The existence of minimal Brownian isometric extensions of covariance crwith respect 
to invariant subspaces for a general 2-isometry of covariance a follows by a simple appli- 
cation of Zorn's Lemma, Theorem 5.80 and the following lemma. 
Lemma 10.8. Let 7-( be a Hilbert space and let T E s be a Brownian isometry. I rA  
is a totally ordered set and {~fs : c~ E A} is a chain of invariant subspaces for T ordered 
by reverse inclusion (i.e., a </3 D_ ~fS) such that Ti~f~ is a Brownian i sometw for 
each ~, then T n ~f~ is a Brownian isometry. 
s EA 
PROOF. Let ~,  T, A,  and ~f~ be as in the statement ofthe lemma. Set Ts TtI-Is, ~oo 
n 7-{s, and Too T[7-[oo. We need to show that Too is a Brownian isometry. 
sEA 
Let P~ 6 s denote the orthogonal projection of 7-( onto "~s and let Po0 denote the 
orthogonal projection of 7-{ onto 7-/o0. Since ~oo n ~a and o~ </3 5ffs D ~,  it is 
sEA 
clear that Ps Poo in die strong operator topology. 
Set Ada kerAT~ and A4oo = ker/kT~. Evidently, since 7-L~ is invariant for T, 
JVla kerAT, 
: {x 6 llTs ll : II II} 
{x E If~: ]]TxIl llx]l} 
: 5~ n kerAT 
Similarly, ]%4oo : 7~oo N kerhT. Thus, 
so that if Qa denotes the orthogonal 
orthogonal projection of 7-t onto Ad~ , 
A4oo 7-{oo N kerAT 
N nkernT/ 
sE.A 
NM~ , 
sEA 
projection of 7~ onto 3-4s and Q~ denotes the 
then Q~ Q~ in the strong operator topology. 
~ ~ 
= = 
= 
= ~ 
~ 
= 
= 
= = 
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Now, T~ is a Brownian isometry for each c~ C A. Hence, by_Theorem 5.48, 
(10.9) c2~ (TP~T* ;%) Q~ 0 
for all c~ E A. Since {P~} and {Q~} are bounded, and P~ ---* Poo and Q~ Qoo in the 
strong operator topology we deduce from (10.9) that 
Qoo (TPo~T* Poo) Qoo 0 
Hence by another application of theorem 5.48, T~ is a Brownian isometry and the proof 
of Lemma 10.8 is complete. 
m-symmetr ies ,  m-isometr ies and the Cayley Transform 
Since there is a well understood correspondence b tween symmetric unbounded op- 
erators and partial isometries, we now explore a correspondence b tween m-symmetries, 
which we shall define below, and m-isometrics. We will not explore (and encourage others 
to explore) the notion of partial m-isometrics. 
We shall use the notation introduced in [C] pertaining to unbounded operators. 
If T is an unbounded operator from dora(T) C 7-/into 7-I and n _> 1, then we shall say 
that T is n-symmetric f 
(10.10) ( -1F  J{TJh, T~-Jk) 0 
j=0 
for every h, k E dom(T ~) and that T is an n-isometry if 
j =0 
for every h, k c dom(T~). 
The following lemma describes the domain of a power of a linear transformation f a 
possibly unbounded operator. 
Lemma 10.12. Let 7~ be a Hilbert space, a C , b C C and T a possibly unbounded 
operator on TI. Suppose that a 7s b, ker(T + a) {0} and ker(T + b) {0}. If R is the 
possibly unbounded operator on TI whose domain is ran(T + a) and such that 
R(T + a)h (T + b)h e dora(T), 
then the domain o[ ]:: is ran(T + a) ~. 
PROOF. Since ker(T + a) {0}, R is well-defined. 
We first show that for each n _> 1, ran(T + b) n N ran(T + a) ran(T + b)~(T + a). 
- = 
~ 
- = 
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Clearly, ran(T + b)~(T + a) G ran(T + b)" n ran(T + a). Let h �9 ran(T + b) N 
ran(T+a) .  There exist k �9 dom(T n) and/ � 9  dom(T) such that h (T+b) 'k  (T+a)l .  
Therefore, 
1 
(10.13) 1. a b ((~ + b)~k (T + b)l). 
Now, (10.13) implies that both I E ran(T + b) and that if I �9 ran(T + b) j and j < n, 
then l �9 ran(T+ b)J+L Therefore, I �9 ran(T+b)  and h (T+a) l  �9 ran(T+b) ' (T+a) .  
This completes the proof of our claim that ran(T + b) C~ ran(T + a) ran(T + b) (T + a). 
Now, clearly, ran(T + a) C dom(R ~) for each n > 1 and equality holds for n 1 
by hypothesis. We now show that equality holds for all n >_ 1 by induction. Toward that 
end, suppose that dom(R '~) ran(T + a) and h �9 dom(R~+l). Since h �9 dom(R ~+1) C 
dom(R ~) ran(T + a) ~, there exists k �9 dom(T ~) such that h (T + a)'k. Therefore, 
(T+b)'~k R~k �9 dom(R) ran(T+a). Therefore, (T+b) 'k  �9 ran(T+b)" N ran(T+a) 
ran(T + b)'(T + a). Let I �9 dom(T ~+~) be such that (T + b)~k (T + b)~(T + a)l. Since 
ker(T+ b) {0}, we see that k (T+a) l  and so h (T+a)~k (T+a)~+zl. Therefore, 
dom(R ~+1) C_ ran(T + a) n+l. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.12. 
The following lemma will allow us to quictdy compute formulas involving the Cayley 
transform. 
Lemma 10.14. Let T is a possibly unbounded operator on 7-t, n >_ 1,h �9 dom(T n) 
and k C dom(Tn). If N1 
s l , . . . ,  sN~ c C[y] and 
(lo.1 ) 
> O, N2 > O, Pl . . . .  ,PN~, r l , . . . , rN2 E C[x], q~,...,qN~, 
N1 N2 
j=l j=l 
where for each q e C[y], is a member of C[y] and is given by the formula ~(y) q(~), 
then 
N1 N2 
(10.16) qj (T)k> : sj (T)k>. 
j=l j=l 
PROOF. Let V1 be the complex vector space of polynomials in x of degree < n and V2 be 
the complex vector space of polynomials in y of degree < n. Since the map f : V1 x V~ C 
given by 
f(p,-~) (p(T)h, q(T)k} 
(where, of course, p(T) and q(T) are as described by the Reisz Functional Calculus) is 
bilinear, there exists a well-defined map F : V1 | V2 C such that F(p | f(p,~). 
~ 
= = 
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Since Vt | V2 is naturally isomorphic to span{x~y s : r < n and s _< n}, the fact that 
(10.15) implies (10.16) follows from the fact that F is well-defined. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 10.14. 
The following proposition gives the correspondence b tween m-isometrics and m- 
symmetries. 
P ropos i t ion  10.17. Let n >_ 1, 7-{ be a Hilbert space and both T and R be possibly 
unbounded operators on ~. 
(a) I fker(T + i) {0}, ker(T i) {0), dora(R) ran(T + i) and t7 is de~ned by 
(10.18) R(T + i)h (T i)h h E dora(T), 
then for all h, k C dom(T~), 
j=0 (1o.19) 
(2i)n E (-1)n-J(TJh, Tn- Jk) .  
j=0 
In particular, if T is n-symmetric and R is defined as ill (10.18), then R is an m-isometry. 
(b) I fker(R 1) {0}, ker(R + 1) {0}, dora(T) ran(1 R) and T is de~ned by 
(10.20) r (1  R)h i(1 + R)h h e dora(R), 
then for ali h, k 6 dom(R~), 
(n j ) ( -1 )~- J (T J ( l -  R)nh, Tn - J (1 -  R)nk} 
j=0 (10 21) 
= (-2i)~ ~ (~)(-1) ~ J(RJh, RJk). 
j=0 
In particular, if R is an n-isometry and neither 1 nor -1 are eigenvalues of t7, then T is 
n-symmetric. 
(c) If T is n-symmetric and R is defined by (10.18), then R and T satisfy (10.20). If T is 
an n-isometry, neither 1 nor -1 are eigenvalues of t7 and T is defined by (10.20), then t7 
and T satisfy/(10.18). 
PROOF. 
(a) Suppose that T and R are as given in the hypothesis to (a). If h, k E dom(Tn), then 
(R j (T + i)nh, R J (T + i)nk} ((T i) j (T + i) n-j h, (T i) j (T + 1) " - j  k). 
= - = = 
= -
= 
- = = = -
- = 
~ 
= - -
Now; 
j=0 
: [(~ - i ) (v  + i) - (x  + i ) (y  - i)]" 
(2i(x y))n (2i) (-1)'n-~ 
j=0 
and so by Lemma 10.14, (10.19) holds. 
Now, if T is m-symmetric, then ker(T + i) {0}, ker (T -  i) {0} and the right hand 
side of (10.19) is 0 for any h, k E dom(T'~). Therefore, R is n-symmetric. 
(b) Suppose that T and R are given in the the hypothesis to (b), If h, k E dom(R~), then 
<T3(I R)nh, Tn-J(1 R)~k> <iJ(l +/{)]( I  l{)"-Jh, in-J(1 + R) n ](I l{)Jk}. 
Now, 
Inj ) (--1)n-J iJ (--i)n-J (l + x)J ( 1 -  x)n-j (14- y)n-j (1 -  y)j 
j=O 
=P~ (1 + ~)~(1 y)J(1 x )~- J ( l+  y) J 
j=0 
: P ((1 + ~)(1 - ~) + (1 - ~)(1 + y))'~ 
P(2  2~v)  
(-2g) n (-1)n-ax'y ,' 
j =o 
and so by Lemma 10.14, (10.20) holds. 
If R is an n-isometry and neither 1 nor -1 are eigenvalues of R, then the right hand 
side of (10.21) is zero for all h, k C dom(R '~) and so T is n-symmetric. 
(e) The proof of (e) is the same as that of Theorem 3.1 (c) of [C, X.31. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 10.17. 
We now turn to a collection of concrete examples of unbounded 2-symmetric operators 
and show that the Cayley transforms of certain 2-symmetrics are Brownian shifts. 
Lemma 10.22. If A is a densely defined symmetric operator on 7-(, f T(, ]If I[ 1, 
t C R, f E ker(A* -k )  and dom(T 2) (Of) • then A+ie f |  is 2-symmetric f and only 
if Ira(A) f. Furthermore, if the spectrum of A is the ~pper hMf plane, Ira(A) t and R 
is de~ned as in (10.18), then R is a bounded 2-isometry and 
(10.23) R*R 1 IA i(t + 1)p f | f" 
= - = ~ ~ ~-~ 
= = 
- - = - -
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PROOF. Let T A + i t f  | f . Since A c A*, dora(T*) dom(A*), T* A* i t f  @ f 
and T*h Th 2it(h, f} f  for every h E dom(T). Now for h, k E dom(T2), 
and 
Therefore, 
<T2h, k} (Th, T*k} 
{Th, Tk  2it@, f ) f}  
(Th, Tk) + 2it{f, k)(Th, f} 
(Th, Tk} + 2it(f ,  k ) (h ,T* f )  
(Th, Tk} + 2it(f ,  k}(h, (~ i t ) f} 
(Th, Tk} + 2it(-~ + i t ) ( f ,  k)(h, f )  
(h, T~k} (Th, Tic> 2it(A i t ) ( f ,  k}(h, f}. 
<T2b,, k} 2(Th, Tic> + (h, T2k) 
2it(f ,  k)(h, f} (~ + it + it). 
Since dom(T 2) (C f )  • T is 2-symmetric if and only if Im()~) t. 
Now, suppose that the spectrum of A is the closed upper half plane, Im(.k) t and 
R is defined as in (10.I8). We first show that ran(T i) ~ .  Since ran(A + i) 7~ 
and T A + i t f  | f ,  it suffices to show that f E ran(T + i). Let y E 7-/be such that 
(A + i)g f .  Now, 
(-~ + i)(g, f )  (g, ()~ i) f} 
(g,  (A*  i ) f )  
((A + i)g, f} 
I l f l l  
----1. 
Therefore, <g, f} (~ + i) -1. Now, 
(T + i)g (A + i)g + ( i t f  | I )g  
f + it(g, f} f  
(1 +it ( -~+i ) - l ) f  
(~+i ) - l ( -~+i  + i t ) f .  
Since Im(,~) t, (T + i)g # 0 and so f E ran(T  + i). Thus ran(T i) ~.  
Since A is closed, T is closed. Now to see that the graph of R is closed, note that if 
(T + i)hn --* h and (T i)h~ k, then 
1 
h~ ~(h  k) 
h+k 
Thn 
2 
= = = -

= -

= 
= -
= 
= 
= -
= 
= - -
-
= - ~ 
~ = 
= 
- = = 
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= 
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= 
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Since T is closed, 
But then 
and 
~T(h  - ~) - 
h + k 
�9 2 
Therefore, the graph of R is closed. 
Since R is defined on all of ?g and R is closed, R is a bounded operator. Since T is 
2-symmetric, Proposition 10.17 implies that R is a 2-isometry. To compute R*R-  1, first 
note that 
(T* - : i ) f  A*f  i t f  i f  
(A i(t + 1))f. 
SinceIm(A) t, A - i ( t+ l )  r 0. Let c A - i ( t+ l ) .  Now for h E dom(T), Th 
Ah + it(h, f ) f  and so by Proposition 10.17, 
HR(T + i)hH 2 - It(T + i)hH 2 -- (2i)((Th, h} - (h, rh))  
( 4t)l(h,f) l  2 
( -4 t ) (h , (T* - i ) f )  2 
-4 t  
[c[2 t(( T+i )h , f}12 
( (~@/2f | f )  (T + i )h, (T + i )h} .  
Therefore, (10.23) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.22. 
Now, if one picks A and f as in Lemma 10.22 such that A cannot be expressed as 
the direct sum of symmetric operators, then R will be a Brownian shift. In particular, if 
Ag ig' for f in (g E L2(0, oo) : for all c > 0, g is absolutely continuous on [0, c],g(0) 
0 and g I E L2(0, cc)}[C], then R will be a rank one perturbation of the unilateral shift, 
oo  
u u -  2e x /e ,u (s )ds .  
] 
0 
Where  is the  funct ion  theory?  
There is a rich and remarkable interplay between certain basic operator theoretic 
questions about the unilateral shift and the function theory on H 2. This structure was 
= - -
= -
= = = 
= 
= 
-
= 
- = 
~ 
originally discovered by Beurling [B] in two stunningly beautiful theorems that charac- 
terized both the cyclic vectors and the invariant subspace lattice for the unilateral shift. 
Excepting the spectral theorem and the Sz.-Nagy Dilation theorem, this seminal work of 
Beurling has arguably led to more mathematics than any other basic discoveries from the 
infancy of operator theory. 
In the case of 2-isometrics, it could be imagined that to solve questions pertaining 
to cyclicity and lattices that one could avail oneself of function theory. Here, however, it 
must be observed that if T is a pure cyclic 2-isometry, then except the case when T is 
finitely atomic (i.e., T is unitarily equivalent to Mz on H2a with # supported on a finite 
number of points; equivalently, T B~,u where ~(U) is finite; equivalently, T is a finite 
rank perturbation of the unilateral shift), there is no known ease where function theoretic 
models for T solve any operator theoretic question about T. In particular, in the most 
studied case, T Dirichlet shift (# do ~)  the original questions of Beurting remain famous 
unsolved problems. Sarason showed how to analyze the lattice in the finitely atomic case 
[Sa]. mchter has the best results for the Dirichlet shift [R1]. 
One concrete operator theoretic question for which a pseudo-answer can be derived is 
to describe the commutant of a pure cyclic 2-isometry. Here, a routine argument identifies 
it with the space of multipliers of H2,~. For these spaces of multipliers, characterizations of 
0-sets and more generally z-invariant subspaces (wk-* closed or not) would be of operator 
theoretic interest. One of the difficulties here is that unlike in the case of the unilateral 
unweighted shift where the space of multipliers is H and has a simple concrete func- 
tion theoretic haracterization, the function theoretic haracterization f the multipliers of 
H2o is in large part unstudied. A deep result here is Stegenga's characterization f the 
multipliers of the Dirichlet space using a capacity condition [Steg]. 
The Pred ic t ion  P rob lem for 2-Stat ionary Processes 
If X {X~ : n > 0} is a discrete unilateral stationary Gaussian process, then one 
form of the prediction problem is to give the best possible estimate of the present (i.e., 
X0) given the future (i.e., {X1, X2,.. .  }). In the context of least squares estimation and 
Gaussian processes this is the problem of determining the orthogonal projection of X0 on 
the span of {X~ : n _> 1} in the L 2 space of the process. As is well known the mathematical 
part of this problem is elegantly and definitively treated by the circle of ideas surrounding 
the Kolmogorov-SzegS-Krein Theorem and the Wiener-Hopf Factorization Theory. 
Specifically, the facts that the process is stationary and the covariance is positive 
semidefinite imply via Bochner's Theorem (or, via many other ways as well; e.g., Herglotz) 
the existence of a positive measure # on the unit circle in the complex plane with the 
property that the L2-space of the process can be identified with H2(#), the closure of the 
analytic polynomials in L2(#), and in this identification, X~ is identified with z and the 
time shift operator is identified with the operator Mz. 
With this setup, the famous theorem of Kolmogorov, SzegS, and Krein asserts that 
= 
= = 
~~ 
= 
~ 
naturally, 
(10.24) H2(#) : HB(#s) (9 H 2 w 
where # #s + w is the Lebesque Decomposition of #. Furthermore, H2(/%) : L2(#s) 
5-~) (w ~)  if and only if and H 2 (w dO L B dO 
lnw - -00  . 
Finally, if 
/ lnw > -oc , 
then H 2 (w ~)  ~H 2 where f is the outer factorization of w (i.e., f is outer and 
I / I  a .e .  on 0D). In particular, H 2 (w 2~) consists of analytic functions on D and 
has reproducing kernel k~ given by 
1 1 
k~(z)  f (k )Z(z )  1 -  kz  
Since the prediction error E is given by the formula 
E 2 distH=(u) (1,span {z, z2,... })2 
these facts are easily seen to imply that E 0 if and only if f lnw -cx~ and otherwise 
E 2 P(span(z ,z2 ,  ..~ }) i  ] 2 
(1,k~> 
llkY il 
1 
k;~(o) 
[f(O)l 
e, :  ln ,~ 
Now, one can approach the prediction problem for 2-stationary processes using the 
circle of ideas just explicated. Our first observations that the meat of equation (10.24) 
is not in the fact that there is a splitting of H2(#); this after all is implied by the von 
Neumann Decomposition. Rather, it is that the decomposition arises from the Lebesque 
Decomposition. Then in lieu of Lemma 9.2 the question is: if one is given a positive DTO 
-~  
= ~ 
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~ = ~ 
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= = 
= ~ 
A of order i, how can one concretely identify the max imal  positive measure # such that 
A # is positive and 
: | ? 
(Here, note that necessarily, H 2 : L2(#)). 
We next remark that if T is a pure 2-isometry, T has a model as M~ on HA, and 
H 2 is a space of analytic function then as before the formula for the prediction error is 
given by 
E2 1 
ko(0) 
where kx is the reproducing kernel for H~. In the case where A has already been filtered 
into W-H form (i.e., A A~,,w c L~ as in (6.2)), then k~(e can be computed using 
(6.5) to yield 
1 
~eio)  �9 
k ,x=Awl (~)  =A~(1  1 
In particular, 
E2  1 
<Awl,  i> 
and the prob lem of comput ing  the error reduces to solving the nonhomogenous  Toeplitz 
equation 
A~f  1 
There does not seem to be a highly evolved literature on the numerics of this equation. 
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